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Bill Gates and His Evil Plan to Depopulate Planet
Earth — 10 Intriguing Pieces of Evidence
By  Dean Garrison  - April 2, 2022

Bill Gates is evil.

For those of you who are unaware, I just went through a two year span of partially losing my eyesight and

seeing my health fall apart. Now I’m back to work and trying to regain the readers I lost. Time will tell if

that happens but today I have to get back into the thick of things.

Bill Gates is evil and I have been trying to tell the world that for years.

The coronavirus plot seems to loosely follow the script of biblical Armageddon and we are just in the

infancy of that plot. Unfortunately, there are much scarier times ahead.

take our poll - story continues below

Ever wonder how Bill Gates, techno genius, got so involved in vaccine experiments throughout the

world? It’s a fair question. But you will notice from his failures that huge numbers of people have already

died or failed to be born because of failed vaccines.
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Do you think it’s coincidence that covid vaccines are giving pregnant women spontaneous miscarriages?

I don’t because Bill Gates is right at the center of it all.

Trending:

Bill Gates and His Evil Plan to Depopulate Planet Earth — 10 Intriguing Pieces of Evidence9.1k views

Vaccines cause miscarriages in some cases, and it’s not only Bill Gates and coronavirus vaccines that are

involved.

Anti-tetanus vaccine in Kenya contains miscarriage-inducing hormone

Miscarriages and cancer up 300%, neurological problems up 1,000% due to covid “vaccines”
CDC-funded study �nds shockingly high rate of miscarriages among pregnant women who receive �u
shots
Miscarriages skyrocket 366% in six weeks due to Covid vaccines

Miscarriages are only half the story. Vaccines can also sterilize women.

In order for global depopulation to happen, it is not enough to kill people. We also have to stop them

from reproducing. Understand?

Without further adieu, here are ten Bill Gates’ stories from past years that will help expose the truth

about who this man really is. These stories are in no particular order. My health is failing and it is all I can

do to sit and do this much. But, I have to at least do something. Understand?

Read or skim these 10 articles and then tell me that Bill Gates is on YOUR side…

I dare you to try to support that argument.

Bill Gates killed poor tribal Indian girls through PATH
“vaccine” initiative 

There is an untold story about billionaire eugenicist Bill Gates that the world desperately needs to hear,

especially in the era of Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccinations.”

As of late, you have probably noticed that India has been the center of attention in the mainstream media,

which claims the Far East country is seeing an uptick in Chinese Virus “cases” from all the new “variants” that

are supposedly spreading. As the tale goes, more people need to get injected in order to stop the “spread.” (Read

it all… opens in new window)

Black people are the �rst targets of the Bill Gates
vaccines… ever wonder why?

As researchers around the world are scrambling to come up with a COVID-19 vaccine, many of us are

wondering exactly who is going to volunteer as test subjects. If vaccines with decades of research behind them

are still so dangerous, it’s disturbing to think what a rushed vaccine might do to human health.

When it comes to the COVID-19 vaccines being funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, however, it

appears that there’s already a game plan – and it’s one that won’t come as a surprise to anyone who has been

paying attention to the Gates’ over the years.
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Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates’ wife, Melinda Gates, said that healthcare workers deserve to get the vaccine

�rst, but after that, she’d like to see it given to black people. (Read it all, opens in new window)

Bill Gates Called Out For “Crimes Against Humanity’ &
Attempted “Genocide”

A little over a week ago, an Italian MP stood before the Italian Parliament and declared that former CEO of

Microsoft Bill Gates was engaged in attempted “genocide” via his push for mandatory vaccines and that he

should be held accountable for “crimes against humanity.”

The video went viral and many tried to stop the damage, but it was too late.

The following if the video with subtitles in English.  You will also note that many of her colleagues sitting there

like a bunch of monkeys with their masks on, began to be disturbed, probably due to the fact that possibly they

were getting money from Gates.  WHO knows? (Read it all, opens in new tab)

In epic speech, Italian member of Parliament demands
arrest of Bill Gates as a “vaccine criminal” for pursuing
crimes against humanity

In a bombshell story out of Rome, a member of the Italian Parliament named Sara Cunial has called for Bill

Gates to be arrested as a “vaccine criminal” and charged with crimes against humanity.

The story is best covered by GreatGameIndia.com, and we republish most of their story here because of its

comprehensive links and coverage, which is among the best in independent media. (Read it all here)

The Bill Gates globalist vaccine depopulation agenda… as
revealed by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.

The engineering and release of the coronavirus bioweapon was designed to accomplish two things: 1) Crash the

global economy and achieve widespread starvation and depopulation, and 2) Corral the masses into vaccine

mandates to achieve what the establishment literally calls “herd immunity” … because you and I are nothing

but cattle to them.

The Wuhan coronavirus, which we now know was engineered by the very same Wuhan laboratory that was

receiving millions of dollars in NIH funding under the Obama administration, is the ultimate dream of

depopulation globalists like Bill Gates, as well as his sock puppets Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx who have staged a Big

Pharma coup at the White House.

This is why it’s now crucial for humanity to take a stand against the Big Pharma criminal cartel and reject

mandatory vaccines. It’s time to arrest and prosecute all those engaged in the “death science” industry that’s

the real agenda behind the vaccine industry front. (Read it all here)

United Nations forced to admit that vaccines from Bill
Gates are spreading polio throughout Africa
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A new report by the World Health Organization (WHO), a branch of the United Nations (UN), con�rms

everything we have long been saying about the deadly nature of Bill Gates’ vaccination programs in the Third

World.

Entitled, “Circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 – Sudan,” the report outlines how polio vaccines from

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation are spreading more polio throughout Africa. Not only that, but these

“relief” jabs are killing young black lives in places like Chad and Sudan where outbreaks of the vaccine-induced

disease are spreading like wild�re. (Read it all. ALL source links open in new window)

Bill Gates’ Temporary Sterilization Microchip In Beta
Female Testing By End of Year

Earlier this week, I wrote about a deal reached that would soon be pumping out medical microchip implants.

Meet the new face of medicine that polygamously marries Big Pharma, biotech, nanotech and wireless remote

technology. Maybe hooking oneself into the Internet of Things will be an additional app, although this sounds

like a passive form of medicine where someone else gets to call the shots, so to speak.

The same developers who are bringing wireless remotely controlled microchip implants are actually focusing on

their �rst �agship product: Gates Foundation-funded birth-control microchip implants. Wireless technology

allows the remotely controlled chip to turn a woman’s ability to conceive o� or on at will – temporary

sterilization. Of course with remote technology funded by eugenics depopulation fanatics, the �rst questions

should always be, “the ability to conceive by whose will?” This would be the complete antithesis of female

empowerment or a “woman’s right to choose” – would it not? (Read it all, opens in new window)

Watch As Bill Gates Tries To Explain Away Adverse Side
E�ects Of Experimental COVID Injections (Video)

Microsoft founder Bill Gates continues to pimp out his investment into vaccines by pushing things that can’t

even be de�ned as a vaccine, but rather a device and termed an “operating system.” In an interview on CBS

News, he was asked whether the injections were actually safe since 80% of the participants in the Moderna

experiment experienced adverse e�ects after their second injection.  Gates said everything under the sun, along

with a couple of dozen “ahhhhhs” like some goat, but never would say, “Yes, they are safe.” (Read it all. Opens

in new window)

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr: Bill Gate’s “Obsession With
Vaccines… Fueled By Messianic Conviction… To Save The
World With Technology & God-Like Willingness To
Experiment With Lives Of Lesser Humans”

Well, those are the words of Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., a man who has spent years exposing vaccines and the

dangers from them.  In his Instagram posted on April 9, 2020, Kennedy pointed out just how evil Microsoft

founder Bill Gates actually is.  In fact, we are talking Rockefeller evil, Kissenger evil, George Soros sort of evil.

Here’s what Kennedy wrote:

Gates’ obsession with vaccines seems fueled by a messianic conviction that he is ordained to save the world with

technology and a god-like willingness to experiment with the lives of lesser humans. (Read it all here)
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STUDY: Bill Gates DTP Vaccine Killed 10 Times More
African Girls Than The Disease Itself

Once again, Bill Gates and his devilish ideas are being exposed for the havoc he has brought about in Africa.  The

latest is a study that discovers his DTP vaccine killed 10 times more African girls than the disease itself!  Yet, he

wants to vaccinate you?  You gotta be a special kind of stupid to take any vaccine, but especially one that has Bill

Gates tied to it. (Read it all. ALL links open in new tabs/windows)

#####

There is your list of ten, in no particular order. On a personal note my health problems started when

covid started and it has been a nightmare.

But covid did not cause my health problems. I think years and years of covering idiots like Bill Gates may

have just put too much stress on my heart and soul. I am a Christian man who devoted myself years ago

to trying to tell the truth about our real enemies.

My health and limitations are proof that these evil doers are stronger than me, but…

…they are not stronger than US.

God Bless America and God Bless my good friends for whom I wrote this. They have believe in me when I

could barely believe in myself. Thank YOU.

Putting this together took me about 2 1/2 hours and I’m exhausted. In the old days I used to write and

write and write. I’m an aging man who is losing strength and stamina to do what I do best. But I can still

get the truth out, just in smaller chunks. Prayers are appreciated.

They can beat me, but they can’t beat US. Please remember that.

That is why I am still �ghting. We will win or die trying.

Dean Garrison is the publisher of DC Clothesline and DC Dirty Laundry. This article may be reprinted in part or

in full so long as you link back to one of my sites in some form. The truth should never carry a copyright.

Period.
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Dean is Back!!!

After two years I have regained my eyesight and I'm back.

I have overcome my health issues thanks to prayers, perseverance and GOD!

But my finances are in bad shape and I need help to get my children back (wife kicked

me out).

If you can help financially please click here. If money is tight, I'd still welcome prayers.

Please.

Thank YOU and God Bless!

Dean Garrison
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Keep it simple. I believe in God, Family and Country (in that order). I am the publisher at www.dcclothesline.com and

www.dcdirtylaundry.com.
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